
Narrative 
Holly Crumley 
8730 Forrester Rd 
Lula, Ga 30554 
 
Seeking approval to modify the conditions and the usage for the commercial kennel as stated in 
the 2007 approval for the business.  
 
Seeking approval for the following:  
Keep awnings, porches, porte-cocheres, and existing covered let out and exercise areas as is. 
(These were necessitated by the Dept. of Agriculture and my veterinarian). Let out areas were 
covered and insulated and wall units were installed for better temperature control.  
 
I would like to keep the tiny houses/portable buildings. These were added to allow separation 
for bio-security per veterinarian ’s request. The proximity of two of the buildings located near 
the house is pertinent to the functionally. Sometimes puppies require round the clock care and 
our ICU units are located in one of the buildings so the closeness to the home is vital to be able 
to get to those very quickly. The other building is our Quarantine building which is used to 
isolate puppies/dogs that could be contagious or infectious. It is seldomly used but when 
needed, it is priceless. The other 3 portable buildings are used as a “Labor and Delivery” where 
pregnant moms come to deliver their puppies, retail space which services our e-commerce and 
serves as a handoff location for puppies, and a training/Zen building that is used for a quiet 
space for meetings, k9 massage, ultrasounds, etc. When I purchased these buildings, I was told I 
didn’t need a building permit or wiring permit as they were already constructed and prewired. I 
understand now that I did need a wiring permit which I am happy to get.  
 
I am in the process of added a PVC privacy fence around 2 sides of the kennel. This should cut 
down on the noise significantly as the dogs will not be able to see people and wildlife in the 
surrounding fields. We are also planting corn in the fields which will act as a buffer.  
 
Seventeen years ago, I started building this business completely unaware of the success it would 
have. The changes have all been by the advice and recommendations of the Dept of Agriculture 
and our veterinarian. I didn’t see the portable buildings as an expansion. They improve the 
functionality of the services I was already provided. In the course of seventeen years, it was 
never my intention to be big but to be good.  
 
I request is that this be heard by the Board of Commissioners on August 24th as I will be out of 
the country.  
 
Pictures are included.  
 
Regards,  
 
Holly Crumley 
















